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Abstract. To understand global soil organic matter (SOM) chemistry and its dynamics, we need tools to efficiently quantify

SOM properties, for example prediction models using mid infrared spectra. However, the advantages of such models rely

on their validity and accuracy. Recently, Hodgkins et al. (2018) developed models to quantitatively predict organic matter

holocellulose and Klason lignin contents, two indicators of SOM stability and major fractions of organic matter. The models

may have the potential to understand large-scale SOM gradients and have been used in various studies.5

A research gap to fill is that these models have not been validated in detail yet. What are their limitations and how can we

improve them? This study provides a validation with the aim to identify concrete steps to improve these models. As a first step,

we provide several improvements using the original training data.

The major limitation we identified is that the original training data are not representative for a range of diverse peat samples.

This causes both biased estimates and extrapolation uncertainty under the original models. In addition, the original models can10

in practice produce unrealistic predictions (negative values or values > 100 mass-%). Our improved models partly reduce the

observed bias, have a better predictive performance for the training data, and avoid such unrealistic predictions. Finally, we

provide a proof-of-concept that holocellulose contents can also be predicted for mineral-rich samples.

A key step to improve the models will be to collect training data that is representative for SOM formed under various conditions.

This study opens directions to develop operational models to predict SOM holocellulose and Klason lignin contents from mid15

infrared spectra.

1 Introduction

Understanding soil organic matter chemistry and how it changes is important to understand future global carbon dynamics. The

chemistry of soil organic matter (SOM) controls how fast it can be decomposed (Bengtsson et al., 2018; Shipley and Tardif,

2021). To understand and predict these processes, we therefore need to measure SOM chemistry on a global scale. A challenge20

is that soils develop under diverse and changing environmental conditions which also affect SOM quality (Scharlemann et al.,

2014; Lehmann and Kleber, 2015). As a consequence spatially and temporally resolved measurements on a global scale are

needed. For this, we need methods to measure SOM chemistry efficiently.

Mid infrared spectra (MIRS)-based models to predict SOM properties are a promising high-throughput approach which can

replace more labor intensive or costly measurements (Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006). For example, MIRS have been used to25
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predict elemental contents which otherwise are measured using e.g. combustion and gas chromatographic analysis of resulting

gases. However, all the advantages of MIRS-based models rely on the accuracy of the computed models. This makes model

validation a crucial step during model development.

OM derived from plants and SOM is often characterized by step-wise chemical fractionation into holocellulose (acid soluble)

— a proxy for polysaccharides — and lignin (acid insoluble) — a proxy for aromatics — (De la Cruz et al., 2016; Elle et al.,30

2019) and these variables are often important indicators for the chemical quality of OM in studies and models analyzing

decomposition of SOM (Leifeld et al., 2012; Biester et al., 2014; Worrall et al., 2017; Hodgkins et al., 2018; Bengtsson et al.,

2018; Ågren et al., 1996; Bauer, 2004; Shipley and Tardif, 2021). If these fractions can be predicted from MIRS, it may be

possible to understand decomposition across larger scales and at higher spatial resolution.

Several models to predict holocellulose and lignin contents in different OM types have been developed (some based on near35

infrared spectra) (summarized for lignin by Elle et al., 2019; for holocellulose see e.g. Peltre et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011).

Most of these models consider only wood, material from few species, or specific vegetation organs (Elle et al., 2019). Another

problem is that most of these models cannot be easily reproduced and used since the raw data and code have not been published.

Recently, Hodgkins et al. (2018) developed models to predict Klason lignin and holocellulose contents from attenuated total

reflectance MIRS. The models have several advantages over existing approaches. The training data comprises several different40

OM types, such as paper products (cardboard, office paper, magazines, newspaper), leaves from diverse species (trees and

graminoids), and wood samples (De la Cruz et al., 2016; Hodgkins et al., 2018). Moreover, both raw data and model code are

publicly available (Hodgkins et al., 2018; Teickner and Hodgkins, 2020). For this reason, the models are particularly suitable

for application in other studies (Teickner et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2019; Harris et al., 2020; Cong et al., 2020, 2022), most

recently in Verbeke et al. (2022) and Baysinger et al. (2022), and for future developments, e.g. by including additional data.45

A major problem is that neither Hodgkins et al. (2018), nor a later study using the models provided a thorough model validation.

To compute the models, the authors developed a procedure to extract peaks which are indicative for specific OM fractions, such

as holocellulose and Klason lignin (Fig. 1), from the MIRS. The peaks are baseline corrected, their maximum height computed

and divided by the sum of absorbance values in the spectra. These values are used to calibrate the prediction models. As model

validation, only the linearity between the target variables and predictors was assessed (supplementary material to Hodgkins50

et al. (2018)), but not for example how predicted values match measured values. Moreover, no information has been provided

whether the training data is representative for SOM, particularly the peat samples analyzed in the study. Furthermore, it is

unclear if pre-selecting peaks may reduce the predictive accuracy of the models. Many of these concerns have also been raised

by an anonymous reviewer of the paper (supplementary information to Hodgkins et al. (2018)). Thus, an important research

gap to fill is to validate the models and to provide concrete strategies for further improvements.55
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Figure 1. Sample spectrum with the peaks and troughs, their heights, and their baselines (green) as detected by the script developed by

Hodgkins et al. (2018). The plot was created with the data and code from Hodgkins et al. (2018) as implemented in ir and irpeat, respectively.

Our goals are to identify limitations of the original models and to give concrete recommendations for improvements.

Moreover, we use the original data from Hodgkins et al. (2018) to provide improvements on the original models where possible.

To this end, we conducted an exploratory analysis using the peat and peat-forming vegetation data provided by Hodgkins et al.

(2018). Our exploratory analysis was guided by the following research questions:

1. Is the normal distribution reasonable to predict holocellulose and Klason lignin contents for peat samples? Klason lignin60

and holocellulose contents as actually measured for the training data set in Hodgkins et al. (2018) cannot be negative or

larger than 100 mass-%. For this reason, predictions and prediction uncertainties of the models should be in the interval

[0, 100] mass-%. Yet, the original models assume a normal distribution which does not entail any lower or upper bound

for predicted values. This can potentially result in unrealistic predictions. However, if no unrealistic predictions occur

for “representative” peat samples, using a model with normal distribution can be justifiable in practice due the central65

limit theorem. In contrast, if unrealistic predictions occur, it is more reasonable to use a distribution which assumptions

are in accordance with knowledge on the data generating process. For example, the beta distribution assumes a lower

and upper bound which can be mapped to the interval [0, 100] mass-%. For this reason, we were interested if and under

which conditions the original models may produce unrealistic predictions for the peat and vegetation samples.

2. Can the predictive accuracy of the models be improved? The original models were parameterized with manually selected70

variables (normalized peak heights from the extraction procedure) (Hodgkins et al., 2018): the peak carb (~1090 cm−1)

for holocellulose and the sum of the peaks arom15 (~1515 cm−1) and arom16 (~1650 cm−1) (arom15arom16) for

Klason lignin. Whilst there is both a strong causal rationale behind this decision and it may support the robustness of the

models (Hodgkins et al., 2018), it is also under risk of underfitting — excluding informative variables and thus missing

an opportunity to improve predictive accuracy. For this reason, we were interested if including more variables extracted75

from the MIRS results in models with a better predictive accuracy.
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3. Is the prediction domain of the training data representative for peat samples? If a model extrapolates outside the range of

predictor variable values in the training data set, it is unclear if the predictions are valid. An advantage of the independent

reference sample set used by Hodgkins et al. (2018) is that the model is applicable on various OM types and e.g. no

problem-specific correlations are used by the models to make predictions (Hodgkins et al., 2018). For example, in80

peat, holocellulose content is controlled by decomposition, and other structures also controlled by decomposition might

therefore provide information on holocellulose contents (Leifeld et al., 2012; Biester et al., 2014). But this does not

have to be the case for other samples, e.g. peat forming vegetation. An advantage is therefore the generality of the

training data set Hodgkins et al. (2018) used. However, since it does not include peat samples, it is questionable if the

prediction domain formed by the training samples covers peat samples and peat forming vegetation in general, and this85

can result in overlooking prediction failures due to extrapolation. For this reason, we were interested if the training data

(its predictions domain, Wadoux et al. (2021)) is representative for peat and peat forming vegetation.

4. Do predictions of the improved models differ and if so, why? Computing modified models enables us to compare their

predictions to those of the original models using the same training data, and to the actually measured contents. Model

comparison often reveals detailed insights into the mechanics of a model and may provide hints to which model makes90

more correct predictions. We therefore were interested in analyzing differences between the models computed, what

factors may cause differences in predictions, and if there are indications which models make more correct predictions.

5. Can holocellulose contents also be predicted for samples with mineral interferences? During model calibration, Hodgkins

et al. (2018) omitted some samples. For prediction of holocellulose, old magazine samples were omitted because the

carb peak suffered from mineral interference from the samples’ clay coatings (Hodgkins et al., 2018). This decision95

is sensible, but since there are many organic soils with mineral admixtures — for example due to volcanic ash, in base

layers, or due to cryoturbation) (e.g. Broder et al., 2012; Bockheim, 2007; Koven et al., 2009; Loisel et al., 2014) —

we think that it is useful to have a model to predict holocellulose contents also for mineral rich samples. We therefore

wanted to investigate if a suitable model can be computed by including the previously omitted old magazine samples

during calibration.100

In investigating these issues, our main goals are to provide a concrete plan for how to improve the original models. Moreover,

we want to analyze under which conditions it may not be appropriate to use the original or modified models. Where possible

using the original data, we want to provide improved models which we hope can be further improved in the future. In addition,

this study provides general guidance for pitfalls during validation of spectral prediction models. With this, we want to contribute

to the development of models to predict SOM holocellulose and Klason lignin contents which are important to provide diverse105

data to fit SOM decomposition models and to understand how environmental change affects global soil carbon dynamics.
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2 Methods

We conducted a series of statistical analyzes to query each of our research questions listed in the introduction. During this, we

also computed improved models using the same training data that was used to compute the original models. Since we used

these improved models to uncover and analyze the limitations of the original models, we first describe steps how we improved110

the original models and then how we analyzed the limitations.

We use the data and models collected and developed by Hodgkins et al. (2018). The training data used to calibrate the original

models consist of various organic materials and comprise measured values for holocellulose and Klason lignin (De la Cruz

et al., 2016). The data are available via Hodgkins et al. (2018). In addition, we used a data set consisting of MIRS for 14

peat cores (300 samples in total) and 39 vegetation samples collected at the same sites which are also provided by Hodgkins115

et al. (2018). We used these peat and vegetation data to evaluate the performance of the original and improved models for peat

and peat forming vegetation in general. We assume that the peat samples are representative for a wide range of SOM because

they cover a large latitudinal range and a wide range of degrees of decomposition, and were formed by different vegetation

(Hodgkins et al., 2018).

We computed all models as Bayesian models. This allowed us to consider parameter uncertainty in predictions and to compute120

models with good predictive performance (Raftery and Zheng, 2003; Piironen and Vehtari, 2017a). For this reason, we also

recomputed the original models as Bayesian models with weakly informative priors to facilitate model comparison using the

same metrics and tools. Whenever we refer to “original model”, we mean these Bayesian translations, and otherwise refer

to “original non-Bayesian models”. To check that we did not introduce any of the identified weaknesses using the Bayesian

approach, we compared the predictions of the Bayesian models to the original non-Bayesian models (supplementary Fig. 1).125

All analyzes were performed in R (version 4.0.1, 2020-06-06) (R Core Team, 2020). Spectra were preprocessed using ir

(0.0.0.9000) (Teickner, 2020). The original script used by Hodgkins et al. (2018) to extract peaks (https://github.com/shodgkins/

FTIRbaselines) as implemented in irpeat (0.0.0.9000) (Teickner and Hodgkins, 2020) was used to recompute the original

models and extract peaks from MIRS. Bayesian models were computed using rstanarm (2.19.3) (Goodrich et al., 2020) and

brms (2.13.0) (Bürkner, 2017, 2018) which are interfaces to Stan (2.21.0) (Stan Development Team, 2020, 2021). All predictor130

variables were z-transformed. MCMC sampling was validated in addition using bayesplot (1.7.2) (Gabry and Mahr, 2020). The

out-of-sample predictive performance of the models was estimated using the expected log predictive density (ELPD) estimated

using Pareto smoothed importance sampling-leave-one-out cross-validation (PSIS-LOO) (Vehtari et al., 2017) using the loo

package (2.2.0) (Vehtari et al., 2019). PSIS-LOO ELPD is an universal measure to compare the predictive performance of

models and −2 ·PSIS-LOO ELPD is the deviance (Vehtari et al., 2017).135

2.1 Normal versus beta regression models

Above, we mentioned that assuming a model with normal distribution can result in unrealistic predictions outside the interval

[0, 100] mass-%. We were interested if and under which conditions unrealistic predictions can occur. Here, we differentiate

two ways in which a prediction can be unrealistic: It can be either an unrealistic point estimate (median predictions), or the
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prediction interval can cover values outside [0, 100] mass-%, even though the median prediction can be in [0, 100] mass-%.140

For our analysis, we first computed a sequence of normalized carb and arom15arom16 peak heights such that the original

model predict values completely covering the interval [0, 100] mass-% for holocellulose and Klason lignin, respectively. For

these simulated peak heights, we computed median model predictions and 90% prediction intervals using the original models

(“original Gaussian models”). Finally, we identified unrealistic predictions in terms of the point estimates and 90% prediction

intervals, and the carb and arom15arom16 peak heights under which these occur. We used these values as thresholds145

to decide if the models make unrealistic predictions in practice. To relate these values to real data, we computed median

predictions and 90% prediction intervals also for the peat and vegetation samples and identified unrealistic predictions as for

the simulation analysis.

After identifying conditions under which unrealistic predictions occur, we compared this to the behavior of a model with

assumptions in line with the data generating process. Beta regression models assume all values of the dependent variable to150

be in (0,100) mass-% which is a reasonable assumption given how the actual data is generated. Therefore, we repeated the

previous analyses, but now using beta regression models. We used the same model structure and priors for intercept and slopes

as the original models (“original beta models”).

To facilitate practical comparison between the modeling approaches, we compared the predictions of all models in the form of

depth profiles of the holocellulose and Klason lignin contents. Altogether, this allowed us to identify unrealistic predictions of155

the original models, and to analyze how the improved models (beta regression models) perform in comparison.

2.2 Reducing underfitting with more variables

The original approach of Hodgkins et al. (2018) was to include only manually selected variables which may result in underfitting

and consequently relatively low predictive accuracy. We wanted to investigate if the predictive accuracy can be improved by

including more variables in the models. Two approaches with complementary advantages and disadvantages were tested:160

1. We used all peak heights and trough heights returned by the peak identification algorithm of Hodgkins et al. (2018)

(Fig. 1). The advantage is that this makes the prediction model probably more robust against calibration transfer issues

in comparison to the second approach (a hypothesis that remains to be tested). The disadvantage is that additional

information contained within the spectra cannot be fully exploited if these are not contained within the extracted peak

heights. To avoid overfitting, we computed models using priors implying different amount of regularization for model165

coefficients (standard deviation of 1 and 0.5, respectively) in addition to the default weakly informative prior which we

derived from rstanarm (2.19.3) (standard deviation of 2.5) (Goodrich et al., 2020).

2. We used all variables in the spectra and Bayesian regularization (Piironen et al., 2020), similar to (Teickner et al., 2022).

The advantage is that this approach can more fully exploit the information contained within the spectra because it is

not restricted to specific peaks, resulting potentially in a better predictive performance. The disadvantage is that this170

approach may be more prone to calibration transfer issues. To reduce redundancy in the variables and impact of noise,

we binned the spectra, testing bin widths of 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 cm−1. As regularizing priors, we used the regularized
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horseshoe prior with a parameterization as described in Piironen and Vehtari (2017b), assuming a number of relevant

variables of eight.

Out-of-sample model performance was estimated with PSIS-LOO ELPD as described above (Vehtari et al., 2017, 2019). If a175

model has a larger PSIS-LOO ELPD than another model fitted on the same data, it has a larger (leave-one-out cross-validation)

predictive accuracy, so models with larger PSIS-LOO ELPD are preferred (Vehtari et al., 2017). To compare models, one

typically computes the posterior distribution of the difference in PSIS-LOO ELPD between the model with the largest PSIS-

LOO ELPD and the other models, such that one can evaluate the probability of a certain predictive advantage of the best model

in comparison to the other models (Vehtari et al., 2017, 2019).180

To further validate and interpret the models using binned spectra, we visually identified the most important bins in the models

(largest absolute median coefficients≥ 0.2) with bin a width of 20 cm−1 (which are among the models with the best predictive

accuracy; see below) and linked these to molecular structures and causal relations that most probably result in the correlation

with holocellulose and Klason lignin, respectively.

Based on the model validation, we defined the following set of models used in the subsequent analyses: “Best all peaks”185

denotes the models for holocellulose and Klason lignin with best average predictive accuracy of approach 1 described above.

“Best binned spectra” denotes the models for holocellulose and Klason lignin with nearly the best average predictive accuracy

of approach 2 described above. With “nearly the best predictive accuracy” we mean here that we used the models using binned

spectra with a bin width of 20 cm−1. This was the model with best average predictive accuracy for Klason lignin, but not

holocellulose (Sect. 3.2). However, the model for holocellulose had a predictive performance very similar to the on average190

better model using a bin width of 10 cm−1 (Sect. 3.2), and to keep the following analyses compact and easier to follow, we

decided to use a bin width of 20 cm−1 in all cases. These models are the models used during the subsequent analyses.

2.3 Assessing the prediction domain of the training data

Is the training data used to compute the models representative for the spectral properties of peat and peat forming vegetation?

To answer this question, we needed to compare the spectral properties of the training samples to those of the peat and vegetation195

samples (Wadoux et al., 2021): If for a sample the value of a spectral variable included in a model exceeds the range of values

for the same variable in the training data, the model extrapolates if applied on the sample (Wadoux et al., 2021). If extrapolation

occurs, it is unclear if the predictions are valid estimates for holocellulose and Klason lignin contents.

For the original models, the prediction domain is simply the range of area normalized heights of the carb and arom15arom16

peak, respectively (Hodgkins et al., 2018). Therefore, we could directly compare the area normalized heights of the carb and200

arom15arom16 peak of the peat and vegetation samples to the range of area normalized heights of the same peaks for the

training data.

For the improved models using binned spectra, the predictor variables represent a multivariate prediction domain. We therefore

created plots with which we could compare the value ranges for each bin for the training data with the respective values in

the peat and vegetation spectra. This allowed us to identify for which spectral variables extrapolation is an issue. Finally, by205
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identifying the most important variables in the improved models, we could qualitatively summarize how large the risk of this

extrapolation is.

Since models with a bin width of 20 cm−1 were among the best models, we performed this analysis only for these models

(“Best binned spectra”). We did not additionally investigate the prediction domain for the models using all extracted peaks and

troughs (“Best all peaks”) since these models had no predictive advantage in comparison to the models using binned spectra210

(Sect. 3.2).

2.4 Analyzing differences in predictions between the original models and the improved models

We analyzed how predictions of the improved models (“Best all peaks” and “Best binned spectra” defined in Sect. 2.2) differ

from the original models. We found considerable differences, even within the spectral range of the training data, and therefore

analyzed what factors probably cause these differences.215

In a first step, we were interested if the original or improved models are biased. Hodgkins et al. (2018) provide no plot of

residuals against predicted values or measured values against predicted values. Both plots are commonly used to detect any

biases in a model fit (e.g. Piñeiro et al., 2008). We therefore created such plots for the original model and the improved model

and compared indication of bias between both.

In a second step, we compared how predictions of the improved models differ in practice from the original models. To this220

end, we compared the models’ predictions for the peat and vegetation data from Hodgkins et al. (2018), similarly to how we

compared the Gaussian and beta regression models. Since we found considerable differences, we conducted a more targeted

exploratory analysis to identify factors probably causing these differences.

2.5 Predicting holocellulose contents in samples with mineral admixtures

In the introduction we mentioned that the original Hodgkins et al. (2018) model for holocellulose excluded training samples225

with admixtures of clay minerals (old magazine samples) since these interfere with the carb peak. By including more variables

into the model than the carb peak (as described in the previous section), we tried to compute models that can also describe the

holocellulose content in the training data samples with high clay content. For this, we fitted the best models for holocellulose

(the models in “Best all peaks” and “Best binned spectra” defined in Sect. 2.2) from each of the two approaches described

in the previous section again, but this time including the four old magazine samples previously left out. We interpreted the230

coefficients of these binned models similarly to the versions not fitted with mineral rich samples (see Sect. 2.2).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Is the normal distribution reasonable to predict holocellulose and Klason lignin contents for peat samples?

The original model for holocellulose indeed produced unrealistic predictions: It had a negative point prediction for one strongly

decomposed sample from a tropical peat core. Moreover, for 22% of the peat samples in the data from Hodgkins et al. (2018),235
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the lower 90% prediction interval covered negative values (supplementary Fig. 3). No point prediction or 90% prediction

interval was > 100 mass-%. The original model for Klason lignin did not produce unrealistic predictions for the peat samples

(supplementary Fig. 3). Both models did not produce unrealistic predictions for the vegetation samples.

Figure 2 shows predicted medians and prediction intervals for both models across a potential range of the spectral predictor

variables alongside the range covered by the peat and vegetation samples. The model with normal distribution produces240

negative lower prediction interval limits whenever the predicted median is lower than around 17 mass-% and upper prediction

interval limits > 100 mass-% whenever the predicted median is larger than around 86 mass-%. For Klason lignin these values

are around 9 and 87 mass-%, respectively.

The beta regression models produce realistic predictions across the complete range of the spectral predictor variables. In

addition, the beta regression model has smaller prediction uncertainties for extreme values (Fig. 2). A consequence of this are245

larger predicted holocellulose contents with narrower prediction intervals for several (decomposed) peat samples under the

beta regression model in comparison to the original normal model (Fig. 2 and supplementary Fig. 3).

Thus, whereas our results indicate little differences in choosing a model distribution for Klason lignin, for holocellulose

contents of peat samples it is crucial to use a beta regression model to avoid unrealistic predictions. Nevertheless, it is generally

advisable to use a beta regression model for mass contents. It may not be known in advance how large holocellulose or Klason250

lignin contents are for a given sample. And even for Klason lignin, contents may be low, e.g. due to high contents of minerals.
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Figure 2. Predicted Holocellulose (a) and Klason lignin (b) contents using either the original Gaussian models or a beta regression model,

versus predicitons of the original Gaussian model covering the entire interval [0, 100] mass-%. Coloured lines within shaded regions are

median predictions. Shaded areas and boundaries are 90% prediction intervals. Coloured points are median point predictions for the peat

(round points) and vegetation (crosses) samples from Hodgkins et al. (2018). Colors differentiate predictions of the original Gaussian model

(blue) and the model with beta distribution (red). White filled points indicate the fitted values for which the 90% prediction interval of the

Gaussian model contains unrealistic values. Dashed grey lines represent the limit for realistic point predictions.
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3.2 Can the predictive accuracy of the models be improved?

Our analysis shows that both strategies to include more variables result in on average more accurate predictions (Table 1). This

can be concluded based on the average estimated ELPD values (larger values indicate a better estimated predictive accuracy).

Consequently, using the data available, we could improve both the model for holocellulose and the model for Klason lignin.255

Is one of the strategies to include more variables advantageous? The models with the largest predictive accuracy are models with

small to moderate bin width (Table 1). These are better than the respective models using all extracted peaks: in addition to the

ELPD, this can be derived from the standard errors of the ELPD differences relative to the best models (2·∆SE is approximately

the 95% confidence interval). In addition, the remaining binned models generally have a better average predictive accuracy

than the models using all extracted peaks, except for the model with bin width = 100 cm−1 for holocellulose. Summarized, this260

indicates that — if a sufficiently high bin resolution (sufficiently small bin width) is chosen — using binned spectra results in

an improved predictive accuracy over the second approach to use all extracted peaks for both holocellulose and Klason lignin.

To interpret the improved models using binned spectra, we plotted the median coefficients for the best models using binned

spectra (Fig. 3). From this plot, we identified the bins with the largest absolute median coefficients (≥ 0.2, marked with points

and labeled). The reason for the (on average) improved performance is that the improved models can use information contained265

in the complete spectra which is not contained in the manually selected peaks for the original models:

Similarly to the original model, a variable near the carb peak is important to predict the holocellulose content (bin at ~970

cm−1) since it is related to cellulose (Cocozza et al., 2003; Stuart, 2004; Artz et al., 2008), but one peak related to aromatic

structures which is not extracted with the approach from Hodgkins et al. (2018) is also important (~1250 cm−1: aromatic in

plane C-H bending) (Stuart, 2004) (Fig. 3, first panel). This indicates that aromatics provide information on the holocellulose270

content in the training samples and that extracting only selected peaks may omit useful information. A plausible explanation for

the importance of this variable is that holocellulose and Klason lignin together are the major mass fractions in many OM types

and both are controlled by the same processes, but often in different directions (decomposition, resource allocation trade-off

during plant growth, selective removal during processing) (Biester et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016) (supporting Fig. 4).

For Klason lignin, the improved model does not use bins near to the arom15 and arom16 peaks, in contrast to the original275

model. Instead bins with large absolute coefficients are located in the fingerprint region and probably related to aromatic in

plane C-H bending (~1150 and ~1270 cm−1) (Stuart, 2004) (Fig. 3, last panel). We have no explanation for why one coefficient

is negative and the other positive. In Sect. 3.5, we provide a mechanistic interpretation for why the selected variables are

important.

The bins with especially large absolute coefficients in the models using binned spectra are not represented in the extracted280

peaks because these cover different wavenumber ranges (compare Fig. 3 to Fig. 1). Consequently, models using all extracted

peaks cannot use this information and tend to underfit. Similarly, binning with a broad bin width may result in a too coarse

spectral resolution, as indicated by the relatively weak predictive accuracy of the model for holocellulose using binned spectra

with a bin width of 100 cm−1 (Table 1).
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Figure 3. Coefficients of the best models using binned spectra for Holocellulose (first two panels, model trained without and with samples

containing minerals, respectively) and Klason lignin (last panel), plotted against the average wavenumber of the bins. Points are median

coefficient estimates, error bars are 90% posterior intervals. Points with an absolute median coefficient ≥ 0.2 are labeled with the respective

average wavenumber value. The grey shaded region is a reference spectrum.

3.3 Is the prediction domain of the training data representative for peat samples?285

The training data do not cover the range of the spectral variables relevant for predicting peat and peat forming vegetation

holocellulose contents (Fig. 4 (a) and (b)). For the original models, the training data carb and arom15arom16 peak

heights cover the range of the vegetation samples. However, few peat samples have larger arom15arom16 and many peat

samples have smaller carb peak heights than covered by the training data. This suggests that the original models extrapolate

holocellulose contents in peat samples with small holocellulose contents and also extrapolate Klason lignin contents in peat290

samples with large Klason lignin contents.

The same is true for the improved models using binned spectra (Fig. 4 (c)). Even though it is not possible to establish a direct

relation between extrapolation for individual spectral variables and predicted contents, it is visible that for several bins, peat

samples — and to a lesser extent — vegetation samples have mostly larger standardized predictor values than covered by the

training data set. This is also true for bins with the largest absolute median coefficients (including the model for holocellulose295

fitted with mineral-rich samples; see Sect. 3.6 below).

Under what conditions does extrapolation occur? Samples with small carb peak, or for the binned spectra, large absorbance

at ~1250 and 1590 cm−1, are outside the prediction domain for holocellulose (Fig. 4). Since the carb peak is small and

absorbance at the selected wavenumbers is typically large in decomposed samples (Cocozza et al., 2003; Tfaily et al., 2014;

Hodgkins et al., 2018) (and the respective coefficients are negative), this indicates that for holocellulose, extrapolation occurs300

mainly for more decomposed peat. This is also true for Klason lignin since extrapolation occurs for samples with large
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Table 1. Overview on the relative predictive performance of the models for holocellulose and Klason lignin content as measured using PSIS-

LOO ELPD. For each variable, the model with the best average predictive performance (largest ELPD) is at the top and the other models

follow in descending order. Models ending in ".2" and ".3" are the models with the original model structure as developed by Hodgkins et al.

(2018) (column "Original model?"). "Distribution" is the distribution assumed for the target variable. "Predictors" indicates if models were

fitted with peaks extracted using the procedure of Hodgkins et al. (2018) ("peaks") or using binned spectra ("bins"). "Prior" scale indicates

the standard deviation for Gaussian coefficients (numeric values), or that flat priors were assumed ("flat") or regularized horseshoe priors

were used ("-"). "Bin width" is the width of bins (in wavenumber units). "ELPD" is the PSIS-LOO expected log-predictive density, ∆ELPD

the difference in ELPD relative to the best average model, and ∆SE the standard error in the average ∆ELPD.

Model Original model? Distribution Predictors Prior scale Bin width ELPD ∆ELPD ∆SE

Holocellulose

m1.7 FALSE Beta bins - 10 79.5 0.0 0.0

m1.9 FALSE Beta bins - 30 79.3 -0.2 1.1

m1.8 FALSE Beta bins - 20 79.2 -0.3 0.4

m1.10 FALSE Beta bins - 50 77.2 -2.3 1.0

m1.11 FALSE Beta bins - 100 72.3 -7.2 2.4

m1.6 FALSE Beta peaks 0.5 - 69.5 -10.0 3.6

m1.5 FALSE Beta peaks 2.5 - 68.5 -11.0 3.7

m1.3 TRUE Beta peaks 2.5 - 55.9 -23.6 5.8

m1.2 TRUE Gaussian peaks 2.5 - 54.6 -24.9 5.9

Klason lignin

m2.8 FALSE Beta bins - 20 104.2 0.0 0.0

m2.10 FALSE Beta bins - 50 103.2 -1.0 2.0

m2.7 FALSE Beta bins - 10 102.3 -1.9 1.3

m2.9 FALSE Beta bins - 30 99.4 -4.8 1.8

m2.6 FALSE Beta peaks 0.5 - 88.2 -16.0 6.8

m2.5 FALSE Beta peaks 2.5 - 87.8 -16.5 6.9

m2.2 TRUE Gaussian peaks 2.5 - 84.3 -19.9 6.4

m2.3 TRUE Beta peaks 2.5 - 82.9 -21.3 6.7

m2.11 FALSE Beta bins - 100 74.3 -29.9 4.1

arom15arom16 peak, or for the binned spectra, large absorbance at ~1150 and 1270 cm−1, all of which are larger for

more decomposed peat (Cocozza et al., 2003; Tfaily et al., 2014; Hodgkins et al., 2018).

Overall, this indicates that the prediction domain formed by the training data does not cover the range needed for peat —

particularly decomposed peat — and partly also does not cover the range needed for peat forming vegetation samples. We305
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assume that this is probably also true for non-peat SOM. Therefore the models’ predictions can represent extrapolations in

practice; the training data is not in general representative for peat and peat-forming vegetation.
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Figure 4. Prediction domain for the original models (a, b), and the improved models using binned spectra with a bind width of 20 cm−1

(c). The prediction domain is the range of values covered by the predictor variables. The original models use only one predictor variable

and therefore the predicition domain can be shown as spread of the training samples across the x axis (standardized height of the carb and

arom15arom16 peak, respectively) of a histogram (a, b; blue bars). Extrapolation occurs if other samples (peat, vegetation) exceed this

range. Counts are number of samples in the respective datasets. The improved models include bins across the complete spectra (c). Therefore,

the range in standardized predictor variable values (y axis) covered by the training data for each bin is shown as orange shaded area for the

dataset with a bin width of 20 cm−1, as used by the (nearly) best improved models for holocellulose and Klason lignin. Extrapolation occurs

if other samples (blue shaded regions) exceed these areas. Dashed lines indicate the most important variables for the holocellulose and Klason

lignin model (compare with Fig. 3)

3.4 How do predictions of the original and improved models differ?

There were considerable differences in predictions of the original and improved models using binned spectra for both Klason

lignin and holocellulose for the peat samples (Fig. 5 and supplementary Fig. 5 ). For holocellulose, the original model tends310

to predict larger contents for peat, especially for samples with larger holocellulose contents (Fig. 5). Similar, albeit less

pronounced patterns are visible for the vegetation and training data. For Klason lignin, the improved model predicts up to

25 mass-% larger Klason lignin contents for some samples, but for others up to 10 mass-% smaller contents than the original

model. This happens particularly in a region where the original model predicts Klason lignin contents between 25 and 35

mass-% (Fig. 5).315

This is surprising for two reasons: First, for the training data, both models make quite similar predictions (Fig. 5). The peat

samples have aro15arom16 values similar to the training data (Fig. 4), but nevertheless both models produce contrasting

predictions. The same is true for holocellulose for a relatively large fraction of peat samples (Fig. 4). Second, both models

have comparatively small bias within the range of the training data relevant to peat samples (supplementary Fig. 6 ). Thus,

predictions are different for the peat samples even within the holocellulose and Klason lignin range covered by the training320
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data, where the models actually make similar predictions for the training data. And these differences are not due to misfit of

either model to the training data. This indicates that the spectra of the training data are not entirely representative for the peat

samples, even if they are within the prediction domain (compare also with the previous section). What causes these differences?
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Figure 5. Predicted values of the original model versus predicted values of the original model (first column), and the best improved models

using extracted peaks (second column) and binned spectra (last column), respectively, for holocellulose (a) and Klason lignin (b), respectively.

Colours differentiate the training, peat, and vegetation data from Hodgkins et al. (2018).

3.5 What causes differences in predictions?

We hypothesize that both the original and the improved models are not unbiased for samples with other spectral properties,325

even if these differences occur in variables not directly included in the models. For holocellulose, we could not find indications
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which model is better. For Klason lignin, we provide mechanistic evidence for why the predictions of the improved models

probably are more correct. Therefore, a key result of our analysis is that additional training and validation data is required to

compute models to accurately predict SOM holocellulose and Klason lignin contents from MIRS.

3.5.1 Holocellulose330

In comparison to the training data, spectra for peat typically have larger absorption values at around 1250 cm−1 and between

(~1250 to 1500 cm−1), but a smaller absorption in the region of the “OH-peak” (~3400 cm−1) (supplementary Fig. 7).

These spectral differences are directly related to the differences in predicted values of the original and improved model

(supplementary Fig. 8): The smaller the OH-peak is, the larger are predicted values of the original model in comparison to

the improved model using binned spectra, especially for larger carb peak heights. Similarly, the larger the trough at 1250335

cm−1 or the absorbance at 1590 cm−1 is, the larger are predictions of the original model in comparison to the improved

model using binned spectra. This indicates that both the delineation of the carb peak and predictions using binned spectra are

potentially sensitive to these differences and that this causes the observed differences in the predictions even in the range of the

training data where both models yield similar predictions for the training samples.

What causes this sensitivity? Peak heights — for the original model — or spectral variables (bins) — for the improved models340

using binned spectra — are normalized by the sum of absorbance values in the complete spectra (Hodgkins et al., 2018). This is

necessary to make spectra comparable, but also renders inferences sensitive to absorbance of other peaks not directly considered

or with low influence in the original and improved models, respectively. Thus, if the OH-peak is smaller, the normalized height

of the carb peak is larger than for the same spectrum with a larger OH-peak. Likewise, for the improved model using binned

spectra a smaller OH-peak results in larger absorbances around ~1200 to 1600 cm−1 where the most influential variables are345

located (supplementary Fig. 7 and 2).

Why do peat samples have such different spectral properties? We hypothesize the following mechanistic explanation for the

differences: Decomposition of peat results in distinct changes in the absorbance at specific wavenumbers, e.g. the “OH-peak”

and the fingerprint region (e.g. Cocozza et al., 2003). For example, decomposition of phenols and disruption of tissue structures

with hydrogen bonds result in a smaller absorbance around the OH-peak (Kubo and Kadla, 2005; Schellekens et al., 2015). The350

training data contain only undecomposed or industrially processed OM (De la Cruz et al., 2016; Hodgkins et al., 2018) which

do not reflect such decomposition changes and therefore generally have a larger OH peak (middle row in supplementary

Fig. 7). For decomposed OM, the same normalized carb peak height or absorbance at specific wavenumbers therefore

represents different holocellulose contents than for the training data, as the comparatively broad OH-peak strongly influences

the normalization of the spectra.355

A consequence therefore is that it is questionable if the models (both original and improved) can be applied to peat and other

SOM samples in general, without adapting the training data by including more representative samples.
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3.5.2 Klason lignin

For Klason lignin, whereas the original model is unbiased across all samples (supplementary Fig. 6), it is not within two

classes of training samples. Samples of these classes differ in the relative contribution of the arom15 and arom16 peaks360

to arom15arom16 (the sum of their heights) (Fig. 6). The first class (class 1) has high contributions of the arom15 peak

(> 30%) and typically smaller arom15arom16 values; the second class (class 2) a smaller contribution of the arom15

peak and larger arom15arom16 values. Samples of both classes can have large or small actual Klason lignin contents (Fig.

6). What we observed is that the model makes biased predictions for both classes: For small arom15arom16 values, it

underestimates contents, but for larger values, it increasingly overestimates Klason lignin contents (supplementary Fig. 9). For365

the improved model, this bias is much smaller (Fig. 6 and supplementary Fig. 9).

We suggest that it is this bias which causes most of the difference in predictions of the original and improved models.

Conditional on the relative contribution of the arom15 peak to arom15arom16, peat samples have smaller and larger

arom15arom16 values than the training data (supplementary Fig. 10). If one extrapolates the biased predictions of the

original model for the training data classes, this means larger under- and overestimation for the peat samples than for the370

training data using the original model (Fig. 6). This is supported by measured peat Klason lignin contents: Peat from temperate

peatlands was reported to have Klason lignin contents as high as ~70 mass-% and ~57 mass-% on average (Hayes et al., 2015).

Even though this was peat from extraction sites which probably is more decomposed (Hayes et al., 2015), this indicates that

peat Klason lignin contents can be much larger, also in temperate regions, than predictions of the original model for wood rich

tropical peat (Hodgkins et al., 2018). In contrast, predictions under the improved model most probably reflect more correct375

Klason lignin estimates because the bias is much smaller and predicted values are larger for deeper peat samples. Therefore,

this bias very likely is the reason why predictions of the original model differ from that of the improved model. Moreover, our

results indicate that the improved model makes more correct predictions.

What causes this bias? We suggest that arom15arom16 is a poor indicator for Klason lignin content for samples with varying

contents of proteins. Protein C-N and C=O stretching and N-H bending cause strong absorbance around 1560 and 1650 cm−1380

(Stuart, 2004) and therefore it is not only aromatics which contribute to the arom16 peak. Larger arom16 peak heights may

be indicative for Klason lignin, but can also be due to high protein contents.

This is what distinguishes samples of class 1 and 2 in the training data (supplementary Fig. 11): Samples of class 1 are wood

samples. Wood typically has smaller nitrogen contents, but larger Klason lignin contents (Cowling and Merrill, 1966; Aerts

et al., 1999; De la Cruz et al., 2016) which explains the large contribution of the arom15 peak, indicative for aromatic skeletal385

vibrations (but not for proteins) (Stuart, 2004), to arom15arom16. Conversely, samples of class 2 are leaf and needle samples

which may contain both varying contents of Klason lignin and proteins (Aerts et al., 1999; Reich and Oleksyn, 2004; De la

Cruz et al., 2016). Leaves and needles typically have larger protein contents than wood (Cowling and Merrill, 1966; Aerts

et al., 1999; Reich and Oleksyn, 2004) and therefore a smaller contribution of the arom15 peak to arom15arom16. This is

why the original model predicts high Klason lignin contents for samples of class 2, even though some of these actually have390

low Klason lignin contents (Fig. 6). The original model balances this, but in doing so it introduces the observed bias. As a
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consequence, arom15arom16 alone is a poor predictor for Klason lignin content of OM.

The improved model using binned spectra gives more weight to variables related to aromatic skeletal structures and not in

a region where proteins cause large absorbances (Stuart, 2004) (Fig. 3). We suggest that these variables are better predictors

for Klason lignin because they interfere less with other molecular structures, such as proteins (Stuart, 2004). Overall, this395

mechanistic explanation provides additional evidence that the improved model using binned spectra probably makes more

correct predictions.
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Figure 6. Measured training data Klason lignin contents versus fitted values [mass-%] of the original model (first column), the improved

model using extracted peaks (second column), and the improved model using binned spectra (third column). Points are scaled according to

the relative contribution of the arom15 peak to arom15arom16. The color gradient represents arom15arom16 values. The diagonal

line represents values where measured and fitted values are identical. If points are below the line, the model overestimates contents.

3.6 Can holocellulose contents also be predicted for samples with mineral interferences?

Our analysis shows that models with similar fit to the training data can be computed also if mineral-rich samples are included.

We see this as proof-of-concept that holocellulose contents can also be predicted from MIRS for SOM samples with mineral400

admixtures.

If the clay rich old magazine samples are included, the model using binned spectra had the best average predictive performance

(ELPD on average 17.24 larger). The model using extracted peaks had a worse, but similar performance (∆ELPD =−17.24,

∆SE = 8.82). Moreover, the models trained on mineral rich samples had a similar fit to the remaining samples as our improved

models not trained with the mineral rich samples (supplementary Fig. 12). In comparison to this, the original model considerably405

overestimated the holocellulose content for these samples, as observed by Hodgkins et al. (2018). This was also the case for
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the improved models not trained with the mineral rich samples (supplementary Fig. 12). We see this as proof-of-concept that

it is possible to predict holocellulose contents from MIRS even for samples with high mineral contents. Moreover, there is no

trade-off in predictive accuracy if mineral rich samples are included, suggesting that general purpose models can be developed.

How do coefficients for the model trained with old magazine samples differ from the improved model trained without old410

magazine samples? According to Fig. 3 (middle panel), the “mineral-rich model” down-weights bins near the carb peak, in

contrast to the improved model not trained on old magazine samples, and instead has a larger coefficient for an additional peak

related to aromatic C=C stretching and amide N-H bending and C-N stretching (~1590 cm−1) (Stuart, 2004) which corresponds

to the arom15 peak. This provides further evidence that it is possible to infer the holocellulose content via aromatics.

3.7 General implications of our results415

Our validation analysis provides general lessons for validating models using spectral data. What can we learn from the model

validation? First, even though Hodgkins et al. (2018) had a sensible rationale in including only selected peaks into their model

based upon causal knowledge, this strategy has critical weaknesses. If predictive accuracy is the main goal, pre-selecting

variables triggers underfitting and bias and therefore is ineffective. Instead, it is more effective to include a larger set of

variables in a model and to use regularization to avoid overfitting and find relations between predictor variables and the target420

variable (Piironen and Vehtari, 2017a).

Second, a linear relation between the target variable to predict and a predictor variable is no sufficient validation of a spectral

prediction model if the training data is not representative for the samples on which the model is applied. Most importantly,

due to spectral normalization, predictions can even be sensitive to variables not included in the model. Therefore, to assess if

training data (the prediction domain) is representative, whole spectra have to be compared.425

Third, it is helpful to identify potential causal mechanisms which may affect differently the MIRS the model will be applied

on than the MIRS it was trained on. As shown here (Sect. 3.5), differences in the degree of decomposition or the relative

contribution of proteins and aromatic skeletal structures cause differences in MIRS which can result in biased predictions.

Consequently, providing a causal explanation what causes the correlation between a target variable and specific MIRS variables

is a useful tool to assess if a model may be applicable for new samples.430

Fourth, our analysis also shows that re-evaluating existing models with their original training data can be an effective way to

improve the models. Here, it was important that one modification of the original model often addressed multiple limitations

at once due to interdependences between the limitations: Improving the models’ predictive performance did not only address

underfitting, but reduced also the bias in the models (Fig. 6). Analyzing the prediction domain did not only show that the

models extrapolate, but we could use this knowledge to analyze the practical impact of the bias. Lastly, including additional435

variables not only improved the predictive performance, but allowed us also to compute a model that probably is suitable for

samples containing minerals. We therefore suggest that continuous re-evaluation of existing models can be an effective way to

develop better models and should be part of a general model development workflow (Gelman et al., 2020).

There are several problems we could not solve. The two most important problem is that also for the improved models, it is

unclear if predictions are correct outside the prediction domain of the training data and therefore if the models are applicable440
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to SOM in general.

Further issues are: (1) The overall accuracy of the models probably can be improved with more training samples. (2) It is

unclear how robust the original models and our improved models — especially models using binned spectra — are in terms

of calibration transfer. We assume the binning and estimation procedure is relatively robust since bin widths are comparatively

broad and all variables were standardized, meaning that only between sample variability in intensities are relevant. However,445

this remains to be tested. (3) Even though we computed a model that could fit and predict mineral rich samples, it is unclear

if this holds in general. (4) Some of our models had computational issues (holocellulose: one model with maximally two

divergent transitions, Klason lignin: two models with maximally five divergent transitions) that we could not resolve.

Our analysis thus opens concrete and promising directions to further improve the models: We need training and validation data

that includes SOM, particularly highly decomposed peat. Such data make it possible to analyze the impact of the bias and to450

compute models with less bias, higher representativity for SOM and peat, and potentially larger predictive accuracy. In addition

to this, it is likely that an operative model for prediction of holocellulose contents in SOM samples with mineral admixtures can

be developed by including such samples with more diverse minerals. Ideally, such improvements would be performed across

multiple labs with an archive of sample materials such that calibration transfer of the models between different mid infrared

spectrometers can be further explored.455

To support such developments, we implemented the best models using binned spectra and extracted peaks and also the model

using binned spectra that could predict mineral-rich samples into the R package irpeat (Teickner and Hodgkins, 2020).

4 Conclusions

Our aim was to validate the original models of Hodgkins et al. (2018) to predict OM holocellulose and Klason lignin contents,

identify weaknesses, provide a concrete strategy how to tackle these problems, and provide first improvements using the same460

data.

The main weakness of the original models is the underlying training data: It is not in general representative for SOM,

peat, and peat forming vegetation. This results in biased predictions for holocellulose and Klason lignin for SOM, such as

peat. Results from currently published studies using the original models should be interpreted with caution. Manual variable

selection favored this bias because it excluded information critical for better model fits. Finally, the original models can produce465

unrealistic (smaller than 0 or larger than 100 mass-%) predictions and prediction intervals, also in practice.

Even though it was impossible to address the key problem of unrepresentative training data using the original data, we could

address some of these issues, provide improved models, and develop a concrete strategy for future improvements. The improved

models have less bias, avoid unrealistic predictions, and use information from the complete spectra and thus have a better

predictive accuracy. Moreover, we provide a proof-of-concept that it is possible to predict holocellulose contents also for OM470

with mineral admixtures.

Our analysis thus opens concrete and promising directions to further improve the models: A major opportunity is to collect

training and validation data representative for SOM, such that the improved models can be extended and thoroughly validated.
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In a next step, potential calibration transfer issues can be addressed.

Improved models to predict SOM holocellulose and Klason lignin contents can be of large importance in the long-run because475

they allow cost-efficient high-throughput analyses of SOM. Detailed understanding of SOM chemistry across large scales, as

well as the processes that result in changes in SOM chemistry, are only possible if such fast and effective tools are available.
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